UFOs: Demonic Activity & Elaborate Hoaxes
Meant to Deceive Mankind
Bro. Michael Dimond
A UFO or unidentified flying object is any flying object or phenomenon
that cannot be identified by the observer. 1 Over the last twenty-five
years, millions of people have claimed to see UFOs over every major
city in the world. Many polls (Roper, Gallup, PBS/Nova) claim that
almost 20 million Americans have claimed to see a UFO, 2 and over 4
million have claimed to have been abducted by aliens. 3 Some insurance
companies are even selling Alien Abduction Insurance. 4 People like
Jimmy Carter, 5 Barry Goldwater, and Prince Charles of England have
seen UFOs. 6 Reports of UFO sightings have been statistically proven to
be becoming more frequent with the passing of each decade. There are
now many universities that offer specialized studies on the subject of
UFOs. 7
The fascination with UFOs is a world-wide phenomenon. This
fascination is shown by the large numbers of people who went to see the
UFO film, Independence Day, which grossed more in its first week than
all other previous movies. 8 Over 90 percent of UFOs turn out to be
IFOs, that is, identified flying objects. 9 Naturally occurring phenomena
like balloons, searchlights, advanced aircraft, comets, bright meteors,
ball lighting, twinkling stars, 10 etc., are examples of things claimed to be
UFOs. But many other people have definitely seen a phenomenon that
cannot be explained naturally. The first part of this book will focus on
the UFOs that are truly unidentifiable. It will show that they are not
from the material world and are a spiritual phenomenon.
The Absolutely Impossible Flying Maneuvers of UFOs
UFOs have been tracked by scientists traveling at over 25,000 miles per
hour. 11 UFOs have also made right angle turns at an estimated 15,000
miles per hour. 12 They have made 90 degree turns in mid air 13 and they
have instantly reversed direction while moving at these high speeds.
Planes made by humans make sonic booms when they travel at such
speeds, but UFOs make no sonic booms. In fact, in most sightings of
UFOs, no noise is heard at all. 14 UFOs have sometimes been picked up
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on radar, and other times they cannot be picked up on radar. 15 UFOs
sometimes show up on photographs, but other times they do not. 16
While in flight UFOs frequently change size or shape in front of
people, 17 and they appear as strange lights. UFOs also change colors, 18
many times only when accelerating, with virtually every color of the
spectrum reported. 19 Sometimes UFOs instantly appear and disappear in
front of people and they will pass right through physical objects. People
have also seen multiple UFOs merge into one UFO, and one UFO turn
into many UFOs. There is no one that can explain, from a scientific
standpoint, how it is possible for any material craft to do these things.
Many have objected to the idea that UFOs are alien aircrafts precisely
because UFOs have performed flying maneuvers that are impossible for
any materially constructed craft. They violate the known laws of
science.
Physicist James McCampbell, speaking to an academic conference on
UFOs in 1975, stated: “… in flight, their startling departures, sudden
stops, and right angle turns at high speed require them to be virtually
massless.” 20
Established in 1955, the British journal, Flying Saucer Review, is widely
recognized as the leading UFO publication in the world. It’s authored by
over fifty experts from around the world, who conduct major
investigations of UFOs. 21 Gordon Creighton was the editor of the
journal until he died in 2003. 22 In 1996, Creighton made the following
official position statement on UFOs: “There seems to be no evidence
yet that any of these craft or beings originate from outer space. The
whole phenomenon involves a mass of features that conflict with modern
science, and many researchers now believe that more than one type of
being may be involved, some of them originating from outer space and
some of them of an ‘interdimensional’ nature, and consequently
possibly from some unknown aspect of our own world...” 23 Many
UFO researchers have now abandoned the ETH (extraterrestrial
hypothesis) for the IDH (interdimensional hypothesis). 24 Creighton also
said about UFOs: “I do believe that the great bulk of these
phenomena are what is called satanic.” 25
Charles Bowen is the current editor of the Flying Saucer Review.
Speaking about UFOs and their occupants, he said: “I have pondered
over the idea that the frightening, spooky creatures described by some
witnesses could be some sort of psychic projection. There are noticeable
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dreamlike qualities about the incidents described in these cases. Is it
possible that something from somewhere is coming here and by means
incomprehensible to us?” 26
To find out more about what UFOs really are, we need to listen to what
the world’s top experts on UFOs have concluded about the UFO
phenomenon.
The Top Experts in the World on the UFO Phenomenon
Dr. Jacques Vallee is a computer scientist and astrophysicist. Vallee has
addressed the UN on the subject of UFOs and is widely recognized as the
premier expert on the subject. He has done computer analysis on tens of
thousands of UFO reports. He has looked for patterns that could be clues
to an explanation of UFOs. Vallee has also authored eight books on
UFOs and was the real life basis for the character of the French scientist
“Claude LaCombe” in the UFO movie “Close Encounters of the Third
Kind.” 27
In May 1955, Vallee saw a UFO flying over his home in France. 28 In the
mid-1960’s, Vallee initially attempted to validate (like many other UFO
researchers) the Extraterrestrial Hypothesis or ETH. 29 But by 1969,
Vallee’s conclusions had changed. He publicly stated that the ET
Hypothesis ignored too much data. 30
Vallee: “… we are dealing with a yet unrecognized level of
consciousness, independent of man but closely linked to the earth. For
reasons that will become clear, I do not believe any more that UFOs are
simply the spacecraft of some race of extraterrestrial visitors.” 31
Vallee: “Consider what these [UFO] sightings have in common. In each
case the so-called ‘spacecraft’ did not disappear by moving away, even at
high speed. It simply vanished on the spot, or it slowly faded away...
In other cases, UFOs have been reported to enter the ground. I hardly
need to point out that this behavior is contrary to what physical objects
do, and quite impossible to duplicate with our current spacecraft
technology. It is the behavior of an image, or a holographic projection.
Yet at other times the objects have left material traces.” 32
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Vallee: “Most witnesses are not primarily reporting an object or a craft;
they are reporting a light, a massive, multicolored, intense, pulsating
light, a playful, fascinating, impressive, hypnotic light…” 33
Vallee: “I propose that the UFO we see is, among other things, a
device which creates a distortion of the witness’s reality; that it does
so for a purpose, which is to project images or fabricated scenes
designed to change our belief systems; and that the technology we
observe is only the incidental support for a worldwide enterprise of
‘subliminal seduction’… They are helping to create a new form of belief:
an expectation of actual contact among large parts of the public. In turn
realization of that age-old dream: salvation from above, surrender to the
greater power of some wise navigators of the cosmos.” 34
Vallee: “Using a single probe the size of a beer keg in orbit a thousand
miles above the earth, human technology as it exists today would be able
to capture in a few weeks most of the important facts about the planet’s
geography, weather, vegetation, and culture. Given the earth’s abundant
emission of radio and television programs for the last fifty years, even
the deployment of such a space probe might be unnecessary. This is one
of the little-recognized facts of the UFO problem that any theory has yet
to explain. The theory of random visitation does not explain it. Either
the UFOs select their witnesses for psychological or sociological reasons,
or they are something entirely different from space vehicles. In either
case, their appearances are staged!” 35
Vallee: “I believe that when we speak of UFO sightings as instances of
space visitations we are looking at the phenomenon on the wrong level.
We are not dealing with successive waves of visitations from space. We
are dealing with a control system.” 36
Vallee, speaking of the UFO phenomenon, said the UFOs “cannot be
spacecraft in the ordinary nuts-and-bolts sense. The UFOs are physical
manifestations that cannot be understood apart from their psychic and
symbolic reality. What we see here is not an alien invasion. It is a
spiritual system that acts on humans and uses humans.” 37
Vallee: “I think UFOs are perpetrating a deception by presenting their
so-called ‘occupants’ as being messengers from outer space…” 38
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Vallee: “The UFO occupants… are not extraterrestrials. They are the
denizens [inhabitants] of another reality.” 39
Conclusions on UFOs from Some Other Top Experts
Astronomer Dr. J. Allen Hynek, who died in 1986, was considered one
of the top experts in the world on the subject of UFOs. Hynek was a
former skeptic who dismissed UFO sightings as something made up by
“kooks and crackpots.” 40 As he continued to study the issue, his view
changed. Dr. Hynek eventually started the Center for UFO Studies
(CUFOS) with Dr. Jacques Vallee. Hynek also headed the U.S. satellite
optical tracking program for many years. 41 He was the author of many
technical textbooks on astrophysics and several books on UFOs. When
Hynek investigated UFOs, he used the services of accomplished and
skilled scientists with a scientific approach to all the data. Hynek served
for over twenty years as the Air Force’s scientific expert on UFOs. 42 He
studied thousands of reports, and interrogated hundreds of witnesses to
UFO experiences. 43 Hynek’s conclusions on UFOs were accurately
summed up this way: “Hynek submitted that perhaps UFOs were part of
a parallel reality, slipping in and out of sequence with our own. This was
a hypothesis that obviously pained him as an empirical scientist. Yet
after 30 years of interviewing witnesses and investigating sighting
reports… no other hypothesis seemed to make sense to him.” 44 Hynek
repeated this view when he was interviewed by Newsweek. 45
Speaking about UFOs, Dr. Hynek said the following: “One of the most
intriguing aspects of UFO sightings is their apparent isolation in space
and time. Sightings are usually made in one place at a time and last for
short periods, sometimes appearing out of nowhere. This is much more
suggestive of a parallel reality than, let’s say, visits from some far away
planet, in which case, we might expect them to stick around for a
while.” 46
Dr. Hynek: “Another peculiarity is the alleged ability of certain UFOs
to dematerialize... There are quite a few reported instances where two
distinctly different UFOs hovering in a clear sky will converge and
eventually merge into one object...” 47
Dr. Hynek: “Many UFO reports seem to pertain more to accounts of
‘poltergeists’(cases where objects fly around the room and strange
sounds are heard) and other types of ‘psychic’ manifestations than to
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actual solid items of nuts and bolts hardware. That is one of the reasons
why I cannot accept the obvious explanation of UFOs as visitors from
outer space.” 48
Dr. Hynek and Dr. Vallee describe this strange behavior of UFOs in their
book, The Edge of Reality: “If UFOs are, indeed, somebody else’s ‘nuts
and bolts hardware,’ then we must still explain how such tangible
hardware can change shape before our eyes, vanish … seemingly melt
away in front of us, or apparently ‘materialize’ mysteriously before us
without apparent detection by persons nearby or in neighboring towns.
We must wonder, too, where UFOs are ‘hiding’ when not manifesting
themselves to human eyes.” 49 Dr. Hynek concluded about UFOs: “The
UFO phenomenon is the outstanding strange dilemma of our age. We
don’t know what they are.” 50
Another one of the top living experts in the world on UFOs is John
Keel. 51 Keel began to investigate UFOs on a full time basis in early
1966. During just one four-year period of time, Keel interviewed
thousands of people who claimed to see UFOs in more than twenty U.S.
states. He reviewed more than 2,000 books, in addition to thousands of
newspapers, magazines, and newsletters. 52 Initially, like Dr. Vallee,
Keel was hopeful that he could validate the ET visitation hypothesis, but
abandoned that hypothesis after about one year investigating UFOs. 53
Keel has authored many books on UFOs. He said: “The statistical data
that I have extricated… indicate that flying saucers [UFOs] are not stable
machines requiring fuel, maintenance and logistical support. They are,
in all probability, transmogrifications of energy and do not exist in the
same way that this book exists. They are not permanent constructions
of matter.” 54
Keel: “Sometimes they [UFOs] reportedly turn a brilliant red and vanish.
Other times they shift through all of the colors of the spectrum, turn
white, and fly off into the night sky until they look like just another
star.” 55
Keel: “There are countless sightings of objects that changed size and
shape in front of the viewers or split into several smaller objects, each
going off in a different direction. In some cases, this process was
reversed, with several small lights converging together to form a single
large one, which then went dashing off. Over and over again, witnesses
have told me in hushed tones, ‘You know, I don’t think that thing I saw
6
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was mechanical at all. I got the distinct impression that it was
alive.’” 56
Keel: “The UFOs do not seem to exist as tangible, manufactured objects.
They do not conform to the accepted natural laws of our environment...
The UFO manifestations seem to be, by and large, merely
minor variations of the age-old demonological phenomenon.” 57
Keel: “Many flying saucers seem to be nothing more than a disguise for
some hidden phenomenon. They are like Trojan horses descending into
our forests and farm fields, promising salvation and offering us the
splendor of some great supercivilization in the sky.” 58
Keel, speaking about the UFO flying “aircraft”: “Our UFO catalog now
contains flying cubes, triangles, hexagons, doughnuts, spheres, objects
shaped like giant metal insects and transparent flying jellyfish. We’ve
got UFOs with wheels, with wings, with antennas, with pointed domes,
flat domes, no domes at all. We’ve got objects of every color of the
spectrum. There have been giant, multi-windowed ‘cigars’ spitting blue
fire from their tails… We have just about everything except a basic
assembly-line model… Some tremendous unknown civilization is
exerting an all-out effort to manufacture thousands of different types of
UFOs and is sending all of them to our planet….” 59
Keel, speaking about the descriptions made by people who have claimed
to have been abducted by aliens from the UFOs, said: “The reported
UFO entities are also a mixed bag, not only in size but in general
appearance. There have been UFOnauts [aliens] with pupil-less eyes,
glowing eyes, eyes as big as saucers, tiny beady eyes, wraparound sliteyes, cat-like eyes, and even no eyes at all. There have been noseless
entities and mouthless entities. Ears have covered a wide range – from
being pointed to being elephant-like.” 60
Does this make any sense? If some alien civilization were visiting or
invading our world, their vehicles and personal appearance would look
basically the same. There wouldn’t be vast differences among the
saucers and the appearances of the aliens.
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Could Aliens from Another Galaxy Travel to Earth?
According to Einstein’s theory of special relativity, the speed of light is
the maximum speed possible. 61 If someone were travelling at the speed
of light, they would be travelling at the incredible speed of 186,000 miles
per second. Travelling at this speed you could circle the earth seven
times in just one second. If you took off from earth, you would pass the
moon in two seconds. 62
If aliens came from another galaxy, they would have to travel from a
galaxy at least two million light years away. Even if they travelled at the
speed of light (186,000 miles per second), it would take them two million
years to get to earth. But what if the UFOs travelled from some distant
star in our own galaxy? If these space travelers were to travel one
million miles per day from the closest star system (alpha centuria) –
which is more than twenty-five trillion miles from the earth – it would
still take them 70,000 years to arrive at earth.
Some estimates indicate that a space ship carrying ten people, and
travelling five light years to and from a nearby star system at almost the
speed of light, would use up 500,000 times the total amount of energy
consumed in the US in one year. 63 Also, an almost equal amount of
energy would be consumed just in slowing the aircraft from the
incredible speed at which it was travelling. For larger crafts, such as the
city-sized spaceships shown in the UFO movie Independence Day, the
required energy needed would be even more staggering. 64 Scientists like
Donald Menzel rejected ETs visiting earth because even the nearest stars
are too far away for interstellar travel to be possible. 65 But there are
other problems with space travel. It has been estimated that there are
100,000 dust particles per cubic kilometer of space. Travelling at the
speed of light (186,000 miles per second), an impact with even one of
these tiny dust particles would destroy a spaceship. At one-tenth the
speed of light, the impact would be equal to an explosion of almost ten
tons of TNT. 66 Based on these scientific facts alone, without even
considering all of the others about the true nature of UFOs, space travel
by some alien craft is extremely unlikely.
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Is Life Sustainable in Outer Space?
The conditions outside Earth are far more destructive than most people
think. For example, prolonged exposure to the cosmic rays in space can
be fatal. 67 There are also poisonous gases, deadly radiation, gigantic
explosions, extreme gravitational forces, and the lack of proper
atmospheres and chemical elements for life to exist. Just the temperature
extremes in outer space would make almost any form of life either too
incredibly hot or so cold it would be entirely rigid, brittle and dead. 68
Dr. Vallee held that, based upon the descriptions of many people who
claimed to have been abducted by aliens from UFOs, their bodies could
never sustain the rigors of space travel. Vallee stated: “the humanoid
body structure of the alleged ‘aliens’ is not likely to have originated on
another planet and is not biologically adapted to space travel.” 69 Vallee
listed this as one of the main reasons that UFOs were not ETs. Also,
how do the “aliens” in UFOs breathe and live in our Earth’s air
conditions without the aid of respiratory devices? 70
The DVD Creation and Miracles, Past and Present 71 shows that there is
no scientific evidence for the theory of evolution. Nor is there any such
evidence in the Bible. But a large number of astronomers believe that
life evolved on earth, and therefore (according to them) it must also have
evolved on other planets in space. If this were true, many alien races on
other planets, which have been around a lot longer than we have, should
exist. Some of them would be much more technologically advanced than
we are. And if someone believed that somehow advanced aliens could
reach us with aircraft, these older and more advanced beings probably
would have already colonized our solar system, at least with robots. 72
While working at the Los Alamos, New Mexico nuclear facility in
1950, pioneer of atomic energy and Nobel Prize winner Enrico Fermi
asked the following question: “Are we the only technologically advanced
civilization in the universe, and if we are not, then where are they?
Why haven’t we seen any traces of extraterrestrial life such as probes
or transmissions?” 73 If some intelligent aircraft couldn’t reach our solar
system with an advanced aircraft, they would at least send us an
intelligent radio signal.
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Has any Signal of Intelligent Life Come from Outer Space?
Around the globe, SETI (Search for Extra Terrestrial Intelligence)
researchers have searched outer space waiting for signals from intelligent
beings. They have listened on thousands of frequencies over the years.
Nothing indicating intelligent life has ever been heard. 74 In fact, all radio
astronomers will admit that they have never received any intelligent
signal from outer space. 75 After an interview with SETI’s senior
astronomer, Seth Shostak, National Geographic magazine stated: “He
and his colleagues have never found proof anyone… or anything…
‘up there’ is trying to make contact.” 76
The Government of the U.S. has spent millions of tax dollars attempting
to contact aliens. In the 1980s and 1990s astronomers conducted the
largest search for ET life through the META and BETA programs. They
simultaneously scanned millions of radio frequencies for any signs of
intelligent communications, with no positive results. 77
Moreover, the official website for NASA states the following about
UFOs: “The U.S. Air Force (USAF) and NASA have had intermittent,
independent investigations on the possibility of alien life on other
planets; however, none of these has produced factual evidence that life
exists on other planets, nor that UFOs are related to aliens.” 78
Dr. Edward Condon was a physicist who led Colorado University’s Air
Force-financed two-year study of UFOs. The final report of this study
was published in January of 1969. In a speech in April 1969, Condon
said: “Some UFOs may be such [ET] visitors, it may be postulated, and
some writers go so far as to say that they actually are. To discover clear,
unambiguous evidence on this point would be a scientific discovery of
the first magnitude, one which I would be quite happy to make. We
found no such evidence, and so state in our report…” 79
A Few Major UFO Sightings Throughout History
One of the earliest descriptions of a UFO was by the ancient Egyptians
in approximately 1,500 BC. The Egyptians described seeing flying
discs. They also noted a foul odor that emitted from the spacecraft. 80
The deceased satanist Aleister Crowley, who described himself as the
beast 666, wrote “how to” guides on magic and contacting angels.
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“Crowley was in contact with higher intelligences while writing The
Book of the Law in Cairo, Egypt in 1904 at the behest of a being called
Aiwass... It was Crowley’s goal that through contact with non-human
intelligent beings [demons or aliens] to bring to fruition the New
Age...” 81
Crowley claims to have contacted an alien intelligence and he made a
drawing of what it looked like in 1918. Crowley said the being was
named Lam. Crowley included the picture of Lam in his “Dead Souls
Exhibition” held in Greenwich Village, NY, in 1919. 82 Crowley’s
drawing of Lam bears an incredible resemblance to the common visual
conception of the “Gray ET.” The Gray Aliens are the most common
alien claimed to have been seen by abductees of ETs. The Grays emit
a foul odor and sometimes appear naked to abductees. 83
On the night of October 25, 1973, fifteen people, including a young
farmer from Pennsylvania named Steven Pulaski, saw a bright red ball
hovering over a field nearby. Steven took his rifle and went out to
investigate. As the ball descended, its color changed from red to bright
white. Screaming sounds could be heard nearby. Two creatures then
appeared. They had greenish-yellow eyes and a burning rubber smell
was around them. Steven got the sense that the creatures were not
friendly, and fired a warning shot over their heads. The creatures
continued approaching, so Steven fired directly at them. The creatures
and the glowing object then instantly disappeared from the field.
Other witnesses also heard the strange noises from the woods and
noticed the creatures. A state trooper and UFO researchers were then
called in to investigate. Upon arrival, the people there said that Steven
had been violently flailing his arms and growling like an animal.
Steven’s own dog ran toward him, and Steven attacked his dog. Steven
then made prophecies of doom in a mocking tone of voice, accompanied
by laughter. Steven then collapsed and, after a short time, came to his
senses. The group of people present during these events commented on
the nauseating sulfur-like odor that was present. 84 This odor is a
characteristic of many UFO incidents. It should be noted that cases of
demonic possession are also frequently characterized by horrible smells,
including sulfur-like odors.
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In addition to the people who have claimed to see UFOs, there are
others who have claimed to have been abducted by the “aliens” that
they believe are flying in the UFOs.
Whitley Strieber
Whitley Strieber claims to have had real experiences of abduction by
alien beings “on a non-physical level” 85 on more than one occasion.
He wrote of some of his experiences in his bestselling books,
Communion and Transformation.
Whitley Strieber: “I would say I was assaulted by something from the
unknown, rather than possessed by it. I hope I was never possessed by it.
Although there are those who would disagree with me... After what
happened to me (the communion experience) I decided it might be a
good idea to accept the idea of the devil just in case that’s what I saw.” 86
Strieber described this experience when he claims he was “transported
back in time” and described one of the beings as “what seemed almost
to be a demon with a narrow face and dark, slanted eyes.” 87
Strieber: “Terrible fears raced through me: They were predators and they
were going to eat our souls; they were demons and they were going to
drag me off to hell.” 88
Strieber: “And before the great power of the visitors, what would their
counsel have gained me? I was alone with this and at that moment I
was in hell.” 89
Strieber: “… I worried that they would come and steal me away. Or
perhaps they would kill me and eat my soul.” 90
Strieber: “Increasingly I felt as if I were entering a struggle that might
be even more than life or death. It might be a struggle for my soul, my
essence, or whatever part of me might have reference to the eternal.
There are worse things than death, I suspected... So far the word demon
had never been spoken among the scientists and doctors who were
working with me. And why should it have been? We were beyond such
things. We were a group of atheists and agnostics, far too sophisticated
to be concerned with such archaic ideas as demons and angels... Alone
at night I worried about the legendary cunning of demons... At the very
least, I was going stark, raving mad.” 91
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Strieber: “Why were my visitors so secretive, hiding themselves behind
my consciousness? I could only conclude that they were using me and
did not want me to know why... What if they were dangerous? Then I
was terribly dangerous because I was playing a role in acclimatizing
people to them.” 92
Strieber: “Of course they were demons. They had to be. And they were
here and I couldn’t get away…” 93
Strieber: “… and [I] felt my soul being carried away by a triumphant
spiritual predator… I wondered if I might not be in the grip of demons,
if they were not making me suffer for their own purposes, or simply for
their enjoyment.” 94 Strieber said he could smell the presence of the
“aliens” and they smelled like sulfur. 95
Common Abduction Experiences & Medical Examinations
Conducted by “Aliens” on Abductees
Reports of alien abductions have skyrocketed since the late 1980s. Dr.
John Mack, Harvard psychiatrist, has stated that he thinks four to five
million Americans believe they have been abducted by aliens. 96
Here is a brief description of some of the things that have happened to
people who have claimed to have been abducted by aliens from UFOs:
burns, medical experiments, mutilations, mustard gas smells, grotesque
appearances, false prophecies, blatant lies, and occultic messages. 97
Other people who have claimed encounters with aliens have said they
experienced things like headaches, dizziness, nausea, confusion,
helplessness, despair, and various pains during the encounter. Some
abductees have even died or committed suicide after being contacted by
UFOs or their occupants. 98 Animals very frequently have given the
impression of being “spooked” just before and during UFO sightings. 99
Sometimes animals have been frightened to the extent of injuring
themselves in their fright. Inanimate objects, most commonly vehicles
and their engines, were disabled, and the headlights died or were
dimmed. 100 The radios would also cut out or exhibit uncommon static.
In such cases, the vehicles returned back to normal operation after the
UFO departed from the scene. 101
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These “aliens” are demons and bear the marks of demons. Here are more
of the things that happened to abductees after they had contact with these
aliens. The aliens altered the perception of their surroundings. Aliens
would control what the abductees were seeing. They appeared under
different forms and shapes. The aliens passed through walls and
windows, and sometimes materialized and dematerialized directly in
front of them. Aliens sometimes put marks or scars on the bodies of
abductees. These marks have included bruises, cuts, single and multiple
punctures, three and four-fingered claw marks, and triangles of every
sort.
Speaking about abductions, Joe Jordan, director for the mutual UFO
network, said: “The similarity between the [UFO] abduction experience
and demonic possession is very, very close.” 102
Abductees have also reported being scoffed at, jeered at, and threatened
by their alien captors. Some said they were subjected to different kinds
of medical experiments and examinations. Typically, special attention
was given to the genital area 103 and some claimed painful genital and
anal probes were performed. 104 Dr. John Miller reported that when
abductees asked the aliens why invasive and often humiliating medical
procedures were being performed, the aliens would often respond with
a statement like, “we have a right to do this.” 105 Abductees have been
threatened that very bad things would happen to them if they didn’t
co-operate with their alien captors. 106 The medical examinations were
performed by the aliens against or irrespective of the will of the
abductee. These examinations often focused on sex and reproductive
biology. 107 Some abductees have claimed that the aliens have also
“forced” their human abductees to have sexual contact or intercourse. 108
Sometimes the aliens have spoken to the abductees. Generally, the
“aliens” questioned the abductees on their sexual practices or about life
on earth. 109
Science writer Jim Schnabel has tied modern-day alien abduction story
narratives to stories of 16th-17th century demonic possession and
witchcraft cases, some current third-world spirit possession syndromes,
and Satanic Ritual Abuse and sexual abuse claims that mesmerized many
American psychiatrists in the 1980s and 1990s. 110
Gwen Dean, a California-based therapist, noted forty-four parallels
between Satanic Ritual Abuse (SRA) and alien abductions. Both
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became widespread in the late 1970s and early 1980s. Victims of both
use hypnosis to recover suppressed or lost memory. Events and
narratives explained by SRA victims and “alien” abductees feature many
similarities. These similarities include how the alien examination table
is similar to the satanic altar, and how both phenomena focus on rape,
sexuality, and breeding. 111
Astronomer Carl Sagan also pointed out that the modern alien abduction
experience is remarkably similar to common stories of demonic
possession throughout history. Speaking of the similarities, Sagan said:
“… most of the central elements of the alien abduction account are
present, including sexually obsessive non-humans who live in the sky,
walk through walls, communicate telepathically, and perform breeding
experiments on the human species.” 112
If the alleged aliens have super-advanced technology, why would they
need to repeatedly perform crude medical experiments on person after
person to discover what they need to find out?
Dr. Jacques Vallee: “The ‘medical examination’ to which abductees are
said to be subjected, often accompanied by sadistic sexual manipulation,
is reminiscent of the medieval tales of encounters with demons. It makes
no sense in a sophisticated or technical or biological framework: any
intelligent being equipped with the scientific marvels that UFOs possess
would be in a position to achieve any of these alleged scientific
objectives in a shorter time and with fewer risks.” 113
Vallee: “… abductees of both sexes have described having intercourse
with the aliens.” 114
Vallee: “I pointed out in Invisible College that the structure of abduction
stories was identical to that of occult initiation rituals.” 115
Vallee: “An equally impressive parallel could be made between UFO
occupants and the popular conception of demons…” 116
Vallee: “The belief pattern that has been created around the UFO
abductions is reminiscent of medieval theories of abduction by demons,
pacts with Satan… complete with the Mark of the Devil on the body of
the witch. As French sociologist Pierre Lagrange has pointed out to me,
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the only missing element is the familiar – the black cat or the owl that
used to accompany the witches!” 117
Scientist Dr. Pierre Guerin of the Paris Astrophysical Institute 118 said:
“UFO behavior is more akin to magic than to physics as we know it...
the modern UFOnauts [aliens] and the demons of past days are probably
identical.” 119
Psychologist Elizabeth Hillstrom has pointed out that a growing number
of academics support the conclusion that aliens are synonymous with
historical demons. 120
Speaking of the ancient study of demonic possession, John Keel said:
“Thousands of books have been written on the subject [demonic
possession]… The manifestations and occurrences described in this
imposing literature are similar, if not entirely identical, to the UFO
phenomenon itself. Victims of demonomania (possession) suffer the
very same medical and emotional symptoms as the UFO contactees.” 121
Hypnosis Brings Out the Detailed Stories of UFO Abductions
Most stories of UFO “abductions” are only recalled under hypnosis.
Hypnosis puts a person into an altered state of consciousness. It puts a
person in a highly suggestible state. For example, the hypnotist Kreskin
proved this in an experiment with a group of fourteen people. After he
put them under hypnosis, they were told (after being taken outside) that
a UFO was in the sky, and everyone in the group claimed to see a UFO.
The hypnotist then took them out of the hypnosis, got them in front of a
TV camera, and asked them: “Have you ever seen a UFO?” They
answered: “No.” Yet, they just claimed they had seen one moments
before. 122 This proves that a person can be made to believe that he saw
a UFO if he has been hypnotized. Numerous studies have demonstrated
that hypnotic regression can cause memories of events that never
happened; 123 these aid in exaggerations that are stated as facts. 124
Dr. Martin Orne is one of the leading experts on hypnosis and is a former
president of the International Society of Hypnosis. Orne has cited
experiments conducted as far back as 1961 which demonstrated that “it is
possible for even deeply hypnotized subjects to willfully lie” and “it is
possible for an individual to feign hypnosis and deceive even highly
experienced hypnotists… We should keep in mind that psychologists and
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psychiatrists are not particularly adept at recognizing deception... the
average hotel credit manager is considerably more adept at recognizing
deception than we are.” 125 Orne went on to say that “… the clinician’s
belief in the historical accuracy of the memories brought forth under
hypnosis is likely to be erroneous.” 126
Hypnosis is practiced by witchdoctors and yogis and is certainly an
unscientific process. 127 Under hypnosis a person can also come under
demonic activity or possession. TM (Transcendental Meditation) is a
practice in which a person is put into a hypnotic trance. Ufologist Don
Elkens said: “I have found that some people can achieve the [UFO]
contact phenomenon simply by being hypnotized…” 128
Considering the examples above, the fact that most UFO abduction
experiences are usually never fully revealed by UFO “abductees” until
the abductees are put under hypnosis is important. As has been proven,
just because a story is told under hypnosis doesn’t mean at all that the
story is true and that the experiences were real. For example, “there was
a criminal case... in which a man was convicted of murdering his wife on
the basis of testimony given by his son under hypnosis. Some time then
passed, and the wife turned up alive and healthy.” 129
The Famous Betty & Barney Hill Abduction
One night Betty Hill (a believer in UFOs) was driving home, and she
believed that she and her husband were being followed by a bright, starlike object. Sometime after this event, Betty had a nightmare for four
nights in which she and her husband were taken aboard a flying
saucer. 130 Betty was convinced she had been abducted by aliens, but
Barney wasn’t so sure. The Hills decided to undergo hypnosis so that
they would better “recall” what might have happened or what this meant.
Under hypnosis, the Hills gave details concerning what they believed had
happened to them. Betty and Barney disagreed on the appearance of the
aliens. 131 Betty said that the aliens spoke to her in English with a foreign
accent, while Barney’s recollection contradicted that assertion. 132 Under
hypnosis, Betty’s description of the short men, whom she claimed to see
in the UFO encounter, was different from how she described them from
her dreams. Barney’s hypnotic sessions “were often quite emotional,
punctuated with angry outbursts, expressions of fear, and episodes of
hysterical crying.” Betty later claimed to see UFOs a number of times
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after her original “abduction” and became a celebrity in the UFO
community. 133
The Abduction Experience
Most of the abductees have reported being taken from their bedroom
right before falling asleep. Typically, at the beginning of the abduction
experience, the abductee reports paralysis, the freezing or slowing of
time, or seeing a bright light, and the appearance of humanoid figures. 134
This experience is not an abduction, but is in reality a visitation by a
demon.
Bud Hopkins has written many books on UFOs. He is probably the
foremost expert in the world on UFO abduction cases. He stated:
“Now we have come to the conclusion that [alien] abduction – their
involvement with human beings – is the center of the entire UFO
phenomenon... Actually, when people have UFO sightings, it is very
possible that what they are seeing is something [an “alien”] on its way
to or from an abduction of somebody. They are not just flying around
up there; they are interested very profoundly in human beings... These
experiences sound crazy; it sounds impossible. It is impossible,
according to our physics. But we often use hypnosis to flesh out all
the recollections.” 135
Bud Hopkins: “One thing that has given credence to the phenomenon of
UFO Abductions, aka ‘Close Encounters of the Third Kind,’ is the fact
that many of the victims don’t remember their experiences until they are
hypnotically regressed to the time when the incident occurred. That is,
the victim only consciously remembers, at most, a UFO sighting. But he
or she has symptoms, often including time that cannot be accounted for,
which cause the victim to seek professional help, resulting in a hypnosis
session. The hypnotist puts the victim in a trance and tells him or her to
return to the time of the event. Then the hypnotist asks the victim
questions about what happened, and the victim tells a story about an
abduction.” 136 Some abductees under hypnosis will relate their event
calmly, while others may cry in apparent horror, shout angrily, tremble
with fear, or beg pathetically for the event to stop. 137 Bud Hopkins has
also claimed that a person could be a UFO abduction victim without even
remembering having seen a UFO or having been in a flying saucer. 138
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Dr. Leo Spinkle is a scientist who conducted a five-year study of 82
people who reported UFO experiences. Most of them claimed to be
able to re-live the experiences they had through hypnosis, and all
suffered severe psychological disturbances afterwards. 139
UFO expert John Keel stated: “Millions of people have been affected at
least temporarily by UFO contact; thousands have gone insane and ended
up in mental institutions after their experiences with these things
began.” 140
Surveys have also confirmed that a vast majority of abductees have
shown an interest in the New Age movement and Eastern religions.
Many abductees have also claimed to have past involvement with
astrology, astral projection, witchcraft, Ouija boards, and
channeling. 141 This supports the argument that UFO phenomena are
a result of demonic activity.
Most people who have claimed to have been abducted by aliens are
almost always totally changed after the abduction. Their view of the
world is changed and many develop a deep interest in the occult and
paranormal or mystical activities. 142 UFO researcher Trevor James
said: “A working knowledge of occult science… is indispensable to
UFO investigations.” 143
Many believers in aliens think that by allowing themselves to be put into
a hypnotic trance they can be used as a channeling device through which
the alien can speak through them or to them. Many times the person who
is used as a channeling device is called a “walk-in.” 144
Ruth Montgomery is a New Ager and a famous “automatic” writer who
has claimed to receive some messages from “aliens.” Ruth Montgomery
says this about walk-ins: “A walk-in is a high-minded entity that is
permitted to take over the body of another human being who wishes to
depart.” 145 Walk-ins are actually what the Bible teaches is the reality of
demonic possession. Many UFO believers have invited alien entities to
take over their bodies. They say their goal is to usher in a new age. It is
claimed by many New Agers that these walk-ins are very highly evolved
entities that are seeking embodiment inside of a human being. 146 Also,
interviews done with ex-Satanists and Wiccans indicate a high level of
contact with various alien types, especially during coven meetings and
holiday rituals. 147 1 Timothy 4:1 says: “The spirit clearly says that in
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the last times some will abandon the faith and follow deceiving spirits
and things taught by demons.”
In 1969, the United States Printing Office published a 400-page
document authored by Lynn Catoe called UFOs and Related Subjects, an
Annotated Bibliography. Catoe was senior bibliographer for the Library
of Congress. Catoe read over one thousand books, articles, and other
literature during her investigation of UFOs. 148 Catoe gave a general
conclusion of her findings in the preface of her bibliography: “A large
part of the available UFO literature is closely linked with mysticism and
the metaphysical. It deals with subjects like mental telepathy, automatic
writing and invisible entities as well as phenomena like poltergeist
manifestations and possession. Many of the UFO reports now being
published in the popular press recount alleged incidents that are
strikingly similar to demonic possession and psychic phenomenon that
have long been known to theologians and parapsychologists.” 149 Catoe’s
document was compiled for the United States Air Force and is currently
in the Library of Congress.
The Aliens’ Messages to UFO Abductees
If you went to a bookstore to find a book on UFOs, you would probably
find the book in the New Age/Occult section, not the science section. 150
The belief in UFO contact through visits and communication with aliens
is a part of the New Age philosophy.
Most of the abductions happen at night time, and the person then wakes
up. In their messages, the aliens have said the Bible is outdated or false,
and that Jesus Christ is not God. The aliens say that we need to unite
into a global religion and government. 151 These aliens have also made
false prophecies, promoted a false Jesus, and attempted to explain that
sin doesn’t exist. In their messages, the aliens say that they are our
creators, but we can also evolve into gods. In some messages they say
that everyone is God. 152 This is simply the original temptation from the
Devil in the Garden of Eden. “For God doth know that in the day ye eat
thereof, then your eyes shall be opened, and ye shall be as gods,
knowing good and evil” (Genesis 3:5).
Also interesting is that certain aliens have warned of a time of tribulation
and disasters which will occur in the near future. These predictions bear
a close resemblance to certain predictions in the Bible. Their goal is to
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increase the credibility of their own message by incorporating elements
of well known and true prophecies.
Robert Prentiss (a former California policeman) and his wife claimed to
see a multitude of UFOs. The UFOs appeared in a variety of different
colors and shapes over a period of weeks. Prentiss said: “During the
weeks of tantalizing sightings, I became totally obsessed with the UFOs,
convinced that something great was about to happen. I abandoned my
daily Bible reading and turned my back on God.” 153
One reason that many people are so interested in UFOs is that they hope
for an alien salvation. They hope that we might soon make contact with
some advanced race of people out there which has discovered the secrets
of how to escape death. For many, following UFOs has become a
substitute religion. Whitley Strieber remarked: “The only thing now
needed to make the UFO myth a new religion of remarkable scope and
force is a single undeniable sighting.” 154
Common Sense Questions About UFOs
If the aliens are all around us, why is it that no one has ever seen them
getting out of their spacecrafts to eat or drink anything? We don’t see
them landing to take some food and water back to their spacecraft. If the
“aliens” really wanted to make contact with us, why would they land in
remote areas and make personal contact with just a few people? Why
wouldn’t the aliens land in a major city and appear in front of huge
crowds of people? How come no one has found even one UFO landing
area or base when there are so many in the air “flying around”?
Why haven’t they landed and taken us over? If their intelligence and
technology are more advanced than ours, they would have probably
taken us over a long time ago. Or why would aliens have to endlessly
observe our activity? If these aliens are as advanced as some people
think, for them to just keep observing us for centuries or decades would
be a complete waste of time and utterly stupid. Besides, the aliens would
have detection devices that would have told them everything they needed
to know a long time ago. If these super-advanced aliens are material
beings, how could they instantly disappear and pass through walls and
the ground, as they are said to do?
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Numerous people have claimed to have been contacted by aliens and
even taken aboard their spacecrafts. Yet no one has ever recovered a
spacecraft, or the undisputed fragments of a spacecraft. A UFO skeptic
who has spent 28 years investigating UFO cases put it this way: “… why
is it that not one person who claims to have been aboard a flying saucer
has ever brought back a paper clip or cigarette lighter or some other
souvenir?” 155
No one has ever recovered even one alien, or even one piece of wreckage
from an alien craft. Another skeptic of aliens said: “One would think
that if aliens actually desired to make contact, that we would have at least
one rock-solid, irrefutable close encounter of the third kind, complete
with credible eyewitnesses and proof to substantiate it beyond question,
before the military could seal off the area and deny everything.” 156 The
fact is that there has never been even one undeniable encounter with an
alien that has ever been even reasonably verified. The reason for this is
that there are no aliens. It’s all a highly sophisticated demonic deception.
All these facts prove that UFOs and “aliens” are a spiritual phenomenon,
not a material phenomenon. They come from another dimension, the
spirit world right around us. UFOs are indeed false apparitions produced
by Satan, the “prince of the power of the air” (Ephesians 2:2).
Is It Theologically Possible for Other Alien Races to Exist in
Addition to the Human Race?
The Bible doesn’t mention ETs. In Romans 5:12, it states: “through one
man [Adam] sin entered the world.” The original Greek word for world
is kosmos, which is usually translated to mean the entire universe. Also,
Romans 8:22 says: “the whole creation groans and suffers” as a result of
Adam’s sin. This would mean that alien beings in outer space which
didn’t descend from Adam, would still suffer because of his original sin,
which makes no sense. Jesus died once on planet Earth to save the sons
of Adam, and He will not die again (Romans 6:9-10; 1 Peter 3:18).
Biblical Verses on the Powers of Angels & Fallen Angels
In the Bible, we see many supernatural objects described as wheels,
pillars, thrones, chariots, lights and fire, balls of fire, flaming chariots,
spinning objects, dark objects and shining clouds. These descriptions
bear a striking resemblance to modern UFOs. These objects in the Bible
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have been described doing things such as flying, hovering, ascending,
and descending.
In Exodus chapters 7 & 8, we see that God allowed the Devil to imitate
some of God’s wonders in order to deceive people. The Devil was
allowed to cause physical changes to material things.
Angels are very powerful spiritual beings that can:
1) Interact with people and even kill them
(Genesis 16:9; Genesis 19:15; 1 Chronicles 21:15; John 20:12)
2) Appear as normal human beings, undetected by people
(Genesis 19:1-17; Hebrews 13:2)
3) Appear as bright, shining beings that terrify those who see them
(Matthew 28:2-5)
4) Appear in people’s dreams (Matthew 1:20-24)
5) Appear to animals, but invisible to humans (Numbers 22:21-27)
Angels can take on many different forms and shapes. It would make
sense, therefore, that if demons are fallen angels, they possess many of
the same abilities which the faithful and good angels described in the
Bible possess. Many people who say they have encountered aliens have
described a reptilian likeness to their appearance. It’s very interesting
that when Satan appeared to Eve in the Garden of Eden, he appeared in
the form of a snake (a reptile). A snake may be the first thing that comes
to a person’s mind when you hear the word reptile.
You now have seen many facts which demonstrate that UFOs are
demons. UFOs are Satan’s trap for people: to convince us that there are
aliens who are advanced races of beings who are watching us, visiting us,
and with us. UFOs are Satan’s trick that there are aliens who are about
to make first contact or take us over soon. UFOs are spiritual
materializations orchestrated by the Devil. UFOs are a monumental
deception with the goal of robbing or corrupting faith in the one true
God, Jesus Christ. UFOs are simply a massive demonic deception right
from the pit of Hell.
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PART 2: UFO HOAXES
The Travis Walton “Alien Abduction”
The Travis Walton abduction story is arguably the most famous UFO
abduction story in history. Therefore, it needs to be covered in some
detail. Besides numerous articles, there are books, videos and a major
motion picture which are based on the Walton abduction. Phillip Klass
(now deceased) was one of the only people who ever did a critical, indepth examination of this claimed abduction. Klass spent a significant
amount of time and effort exposing the Travis Walton abduction. The
public would only know about most of the critical facts regarding this
case because of Klass’ detective work in attempting to discover what
really happened to Travis Walton.
On November 5, 1975, at about 6:00 P.M., a seven-member timber crew,
lead by Michael Rogers (age 28), was driving home. Allen Dalis (age
21), who was sitting in the rear of the truck, claimed to see a yellowish
glow through the heavy timber. Then, both Dalis and Travis Walton (age
22) reported seeing a UFO hovering about one hundred feet off the road,
directly over a pile of cut timber.
Michael Rogers said the object “looked like a flying saucer… something
I’d seen pictures of…” Travis asked Rogers to stop the truck, but before
he stopped the truck, Walton opened the door, leaped out, and ran toward
the UFO. Travis got close to the object and suddenly “a tremendously
bright, blue-green ray shot out of the bottom of the craft. I saw and
heard nothing. All I felt was the numbing force of a blow that felt like a
high voltage electrocution… The stunning concussion of the foot-wide
beam struck me full in the head and chest… From the instant I felt that
paralyzing blow, I did not see, hear, or feel anything more… I was hurled
backward through the air for 10 feet. My right shoulder collided with the
hard rocky earth of the ridge top. Landing simply spread out on the cold
ground, my body lay motionless.” 157
Thinking that Travis (his best friend) might be dead, Rogers said he
panicked and drove quickly away. 158 After driving for about a quarter of
a mile, the crew claimed they saw the UFO depart, and so they went back
to rescue Travis. When they returned to the site, they couldn’t find
Travis anywhere. One of the crew members then contacted the police,
who also couldn’t find Travis at the location.
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Travis’ mother, Mary Kellett, was living in a house owned by the Gibson
family. This house is located about fifteen miles away from where the
UFO incident was reported. Rogers and Police Officer Kenneth Coplan
then went to see Mary Kellett to break the tragic news of her son’s
disappearance. Coplan said that: “When Rogers told the mother
what had happened, she did not act very surprised. 159 She said,
‘Well, that’s the way these things happen.’ Then Mrs. Kellett
proceeded to tell about Duane [her oldest son] seeing a UFO several
years before at the ranch. Then she said another UFO came by and that
both she and Duane saw it.” 160
Mary Kellett then informed her daughter of what happened. According
to Officer Coplan, the mother said: “Travis is gone.” And when her
daughter inquired where, her mom replied: “A flying saucer got him.”
Coplan was also surprised by how calmly Travis’ sister took the
news of Travis’ disappearance.
The following morning almost fifty people, 161 including law enforcement
officers, were searching the area for Travis or his remains. They looked
near the pile of timber where the incident happened, where Travis was
supposedly knocked to the ground. They could not find any physical
evidence like blood or clothing that would support the story. They also
didn’t find any evidence of heat over the pile of timber where the UFO
was claimed to be hovering. Late in the afternoon, there was a shock to
the search crew when, according to Officer Coplan, “Mrs. Kellett
finally came up and said: ‘I don’t think there is any use of looking
any further. He’s not around here. I don’t think he’s on earth.”’ 162
The police officers then talked about going over to the Gibson home
where Mrs. Kellett had been staying, to see if Travis might be there.
Travis’ older brother volunteered to look for Travis there, and did so,
according to Coplan. Coplan said that, to the best of his knowledge, no
law enforcement officers ever searched the Gibson home, to see if it was
being used as a hideout for Travis. But police officers did make repeated
visits to Mary Kellett’s home. 163 Sheriff Gillespie threatened legal
prosecution if the UFO incident proved to be a hoax. 164 Mary was very
upset that she was being questioned by the police inside her house.
Duane told the police to leave, unless they had something new to ask or
relate. Duane recommended that Mary speak with police only on the
front porch. This would allow Mary to end the interview anytime she
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wanted by simply going inside her house. Some skeptics believed that
Mary Kellett was hiding something or someone. 165
Ground Saucer Watch (GSW) was a pro-UFO organization, and the first
on the scene after the Walton abduction. Dr. Lester Stewart of GSW
started to interview the Walton family while Travis was still missing.
He immediately smelled a hoax. Duane was asked about his brother’s
disappearance, and he responded: “Travis will be found… UFOs are
friendly.” Dr. Stewart responded, “How do you know Travis will be
found?” Duane said: “I have a feeling, a strong feeling.” Dr. Stewart
asked: “If the UFO ‘captors’ are going to return Travis, will you
have a camera to record this great occurrence?” Duane said: “No,
if I have a camera ‘they’ will not return.” 166
Then, Duane Walton and Michael Rogers were interviewed by UFO
researcher Fred Sylvanus. During the interview, which was taperecorded, Rogers described the appearance of the UFO. Rogers
described the UFO: “It was really kind of pretty… it was really
beautiful.” 167 But it was the comments of Travis’ older brother Duane
that really surprised Sylvanus. Duane was almost like a father to Travis
because of their mother’s two previous failed “marriages.” Here are
some parts of the incredible exchange:
Sylvanus: “Anything else you can tell us, Duane?
Duane: No, other than I don’t believe he’s hurt or injured in any
way. [He’ll] be back sooner or later, whenever they get done doing
what they’re doing.
Sylvanus: You feel he will come back?
Duane: Sure do. Don’t feel any fear for him at all. Little regret
because I haven’t been able to experience the same thing. That’s about
it.
Sylvanus: You feel you just miss him and he’ll come back?
Duane: He’s not even missing. He knows where he’s at, and I know
where he’s at.
Sylvanus: [Very surprised] You know where he’s at? Have either of you
fellows read much about flying saucers?
Rogers: A little.
Sylvanus: How about you Duane?
Duane: As much as anybody 168 ... Travis and I discussed this many, many
times at great length and we both said that [if we saw a UFO] we would
immediately get as directly under the object as physically possible.
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Sylvanus: If you saw one you would get underneath it?
Duane: We discussed this time and time again! The opportunity would
be too great to pass up… and whoever happened to be left on the ground
– if one of us didn’t make the grade – to try to convince whoever was in
the craft to come back and get the other one. But he [Travis] performed
just as we said we would, and he got directly under the object. And he’s
received the benefits for it.
Rogers: You hope he has! 169
Sylvanus: Anything else you’d like to add?
Duane: Nothing other than I don’t fear for his life. He’s not in any
danger. He’ll turn up sooner or later, whenever they are ready, or
whenever he’s ready.
Sylvanus: Do you know that he’s definitely…
Duane: [Interrupting] Having the experience of a lifetime! I don’t
think he’s in any danger at all. He’ll turn up. All I can say is that I
wish I was with him.
Sylvanus: Can you give me any basis for this feeling? I’m not trying
to ridicule, don’t misunderstand.
Duane: Oh no. Everybody in the family…
Rogers: [Interrupting] Long-time consideration of the idea. 170
Duane: [Continuing] We’ve paid a lot of attention to it. We’ve lived
with it [UFOs] for ten years. The fact that they are here and we see
them quite regularly. And they don’t kill people. They don’t kill
people! That’s not why they’re here… It’s just that he’s gone. And
he’s had an experience of a lifetime. And all I wish is that I was there,
at any cost.” 171
After five days missing, Travis showed up alive when he made a collect
call to his sister from a pay phone at an Exxon gas station, and asked to
be picked up. 172 When Travis gave his name, the operator recognized
the name and gave a tip to the police. Travis Walton’s sister and older
brother picked Travis up at the gas station and drove him to his mom’s
house. The police went over to the gas station, but were too late; for
Travis had already left. Officer Glen Flake decided to see if Travis went
to his mom’s house. At around 2:00 A.M., Flake arrived at his mom’s
house and saw that the lights were on; but the curtains were closed.
Outside the home, Officer Flake saw Duane Walton siphoning fuel from
his brother-in-law’s car. Duane told Flake that he had to get back to
Phoenix, and had forgotten to buy fuel while the gas stations were open,
and therefore had to siphon fuel from his brother-in-law’s car. 173 Duane
also did not inform Officer Flake (who was one of the main officers
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involved in the search for Travis) that Travis had returned alive and
was safely inside the house. 174
When word got out to reporters and others that Travis had returned, some
doctors wanted to give a physical examination to Travis. Two doctors,
Dr. Howard Kandell and Dr. Joseph Saults, who were members of a proUFO group, arrived to do an examination. They brought a camera and a
tape recorder, but Duane refused to let them use either of them. Duane
told the doctors to limit themselves to a cursory examination and not to
ask Travis about any details of his UFO experience. Travis had claimed
that he was hit in the chest and head by a powerful UFO laser beam and
that he flew 10 feet through the air and smashed on the hard, rocky
ground. But the doctors did not find bruise marks anywhere on his
body. 175 Klass commented on this: “The UFO’s beam seemingly was
explosive in its force, knocking Travis unconscious so he could not
remember how he was taken aboard [the UFO], but the beam was so
gentle and harmless that it left no burn or bruise marks on Travis’ body
when he was examined a few days later…” 176
Duane also gave the doctors Travis’ urine sample, which he said was the
first Travis had voided since his abduction by the UFO. 177 Later lab tests
revealed something that was puzzling about the sample. Dr. Kandell
spoke to Klass and said: “if a person goes without food or water for more
than a day or two, your body starts to break down its own fat. The waste
product… is a substance that is excreted in the urine, called acetone. So
that if a person has been without nutrition for a period of four or five
days, you would expect to see acetone in his urine.” 178 Later Sheriff
Gillespie wanted to talk to Travis, and he told Klass “they [the family]
made an almost insistent request that there be nobody else around, and
no recordings.” 179 If Travis’ story were true, there wouldn’t be an
extreme concern about tape recordings, or a fear about someone asking
Travis about the “abduction.” The only reason that his family would
have this level of fear is because the whole thing was a fraud.
A scheduled polygraph (lie detector) test was then set up, and Travis
failed to show up. When someone asked one of Travis’ advising friends,
Jim Lorenzen, why he didn’t take the polygraph test, he responded:
“Because a lot of people have criticized it. Because they think [the]
polygraph is a lie-detector, because it is called that. But it’s not. And
Travis was under that impression too. He was anxious to take a liedetector, or polygraph test. I advised him not to, and several other
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people advised him not to, because what it actually measures is stress.
And questions about stressful memories would bring stress reactions, just
as well as anything else. 180 So it would have been meaningless to have
him take that test at that time. It could have been – in fact, one of the
psychiatrists said it would have been – a disaster for him to take it at the
time. It would have created a lot of false impressions.” 181
As Travis’ friend Lorenzen was making these statements, he wasn’t
divulging that Travis had already been given a secret polygraph test,
administered by John McCarthy, the most experienced examiner in
the state of Arizona. Travis had failed the lie-detector test badly. Jack
McCarthy had been hired by Jim Lorenzen and the National Enquirer
to give Travis the test. Before the test took place, the National Enquirer
had McCarthy sign a “secrecy agreement” which would prevent
McCarthy from publicly revealing the results of the test. 182
McCarthy and Travis emerged together after the test and McCarthy was
asked about his findings. His response was: “Gross deception!” He
based his conclusion upon the responses Travis gave to seven important
questions dealing with the alleged UFO incident. 183 McCarthy also said
that Travis was intentionally holding his breath at times to “beat the
machine.” The following day McCarthy typed up his formal report,
which stated: “Based on his [Travis’] reactions on all charts, it is the
opinion of this examiner that Walton, in concert with others, is
attempting to perpetrate a UFO hoax, and that he has not been on any
spacecraft.” 184
Klass found out that McCarthy had done a polygraph test on Travis, and
wanted to know what his findings were. McCarthy then faced a decision
to deny the test, and honor the agreement he signed, or tell the truth.
McCarthy decided to tell the truth. Klass visited McCarthy on
November 3, 1977, and McCarthy showed Klass some of the charts from
the polygraph test. For example, when Travis was asked: “Were you
actually in a spacecraft from the 5th of November to the 10th of
November,” the chart demonstrated a dramatic increase in Travis’ blood
pressure with the polygraph pen hitting its retaining stop. When
responding to certain questions, Travis held his breath for 10 to 15
seconds before answering “yes” or “no.” 185 Some have suggested that
this activity by Walton showed that he was given advice or tips on how
to beat the polygraph machine. 186
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During the test, McCarthy asked Travis whether he had ever used drugs.
Travis admitted he tried marijuana, LSD, and “speed.” 187 Travis was
asked whether he had ever been arrested. Travis said that he had been
involved in the theft and forgery of payroll checks five years earlier. 188
Travis Walton and Charles Rogers (Michael Rogers’ younger brother)
had pleaded guilty on May 5, 1971, in the Navajo County Superior
Court, to the following charge: “On or about the night of February 18,
1971, they broke into the office of the Western Molding Co., with intent
to steal and did steal therefrom a quantity of Western Molding checks,
and on the 19th day of February filled out said checks payable to a
fictitious person and signed the name of Robert W. Gonsalves, thereby
to cheat and defraud.” After the defendants agreed to make restitution
of the funds, they were placed on a two-year probation. On August 3,
1971, having lived up to the terms of probation, they were allowed,
under Arizona law, to “cleanse the record” by appearing in court and
pleading “not guilty” to the original charge. 189 After this incident,
Travis married Rogers’ sister. 190
Dr. Jean Rosenbaum, a psychiatrist, then spent several days interviewing
Travis and his family. Dr. Rosenbaum was asked whether Travis had a
strong interest in UFOs. Rosenbaum said: “Everybody in the family
claimed they had seen one… he not only comes from a ‘UFO family,’
but from a ‘UFO culture.’ Everybody in that area of the country sees
UFOs all the time. And his brother had seen one a week or two before,
and his mother had seen some. Everybody in the family had seen some
and he’s been preoccupied with this almost all his life… he made the
comment to his mother just prior to the incident that if he was ever
abducted by a UFO she was not to worry because he’d be all right.” 191
Travis described part of his abduction by the UFO, and waking up in
an alien aircraft. Travis Walton: “…I couldn’t stand up very well, and
I was breathing heavily 192 ... And there was nothing in the room but a
chair with some controls and knobs and things. I was just, kind of, I
was, I was hysterical. I was frantic. And I just moved around in there
for a while. And I started fooling with the buttons there… This must
have been inside of a larger building or ship. I don’t know if it was a
large ship or a building.” 193 Travis had repeatedly emphasized that he
did not know where he was over the five day period of time in which
he had disappeared. Travis said that he only remembered, at the most,
two hours. 194
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Later on, Travis took another polygraph test and passed, in the opinion
of tester George Pfeifer. One of the questions Pfeifer asked was: “Before
November 5, 1975 were you a UFO buff? Travis answered “No,” and
Pfeifer’s appraisal of the polygraph chart concluded that Travis had told
the truth. But this contradicts what he and his family said about their
deep belief and interest in UFOs. Pfeifer’s final opinion was that Travis
and Duane Walton had passed the polygraph tests he had given them.
Pfeifer then left the company he was working for to start his own
practice. The owner of the polygraph company that Pfeifer was working
for, Tom Ezell, later went over Pfeifer’s test of the Waltons. His opinion
was that it was impossible to tell whether Travis and Duane Walton were
responding truthfully to the test questions. He also stated that Pfeifer
noted on the test charts that he allowed Travis to “dictate” some of the
test questions he was asked. Ezell said that this was a violation of the
basic principles of polygraphy. Ezell confirmed this when he sent a
letter to Klass, which stated: “Upon review of this examination, I find
that to me it is not acceptable. In the first place, I would not be a party
to an examination in which the subject dictated the questions to be
asked… Because of the dictation of the questions to be asked, this test
should also be invalidated. Also, upon examining the resultant charts,
I find that I cannot give an opinion one way or another” 195 on whether
they answered the questions truthfully or not. 196
Klass then called Ezell and asked how Pfeifer could pass Travis, when
the other much more experienced examiner, McCarthy, had flunked him.
Ezell replied: “Perhaps George is like a lot of examiners… always
looking for one big break. Knowing this [the Walton case] is a national
deal, perhaps George could see his name emblazoned in neon lights.”
Within a month after the Walton tests went public, Pfeifer was a UFO
celebrity and had set up his own office. Klass spoke with Pfeifer over
the telephone and asked him about his examination of Travis. Klass
said: “Travis came in with a list of questions that he wanted you to ask
him… he had framed the relevant questions.” 197 Pfeifer responded:
“theoretically that’s correct.” 198 Pfeifer also tested Travis’ mother
and asked her: “Have you yourself ever seen a flying saucer?” She
answered: “No” and Pfeifer determined that she had responded
truthfully. 199 But Travis’ mom had previously claimed to see UFOs.
Klass then contacted Duane Walton over the telephone. He didn’t tell
him that he knew about the little-known first failed test with McCarthy.
He asked Duane: “When did Travis first take a polygraph, or lie-detector
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test?” He answered: “I don’t know. I don’t have the foggiest notion.
I know that he and I took one together recently,” speaking of the Pfeifer
test. Klass then asked: “Had he taken any polygraph test before that?”
Duane replied: “I don’t have the foggiest notion. I really don’t know.”
But Duane was present at the Scottsdale hotel suite and spoke to
McCarthy before Travis was tested the first time. When the test was
over, McCarthy announced that Travis had failed, and Duane was
“furious.” Duane also lied to Sheriff Gillespie when Travis was first
found. He told the Sheriff that Travis was in a Tucson hospital
undergoing medical tests, when he was actually with him in Phoenix. 200
Klass also talked with polygraph tester Cy Gilson. He had originally
given Mike Rogers and the crew members polygraph tests, which they
seemed to pass. Gilson had given the tests to the crew members after
the incident originally happened because the police suspected the crew
members might have killed Travis and made up the UFO story as a
cover. Gilson said the test was given “to determine whether or not
there had been a crime committed.” 201
Gilson started to wonder about Allen Dalis, the one crew member who
didn’t pass the test. His test was considered inconclusive. During his
interviews with the news media, Dalis described the UFO in great
detail; but during the pre-test discussion with Gilson, he changed his
story about what happened. Dalis said he had been so frightened by
the UFO that he “ducked down in the seat and didn’t see any bluegreen flash,” Gilson said. Gilson added: “So he wasn’t even being
truthful to start with; what he originally claimed he saw he [later]
admitted to me he didn’t see any of it.” 202 About a year later Dalis
would go to jail. Dalis was sentenced to three five-year concurrent
sentences for armed robbery. 203 The records indicated that Dalis pleaded
guilty to committing the felonies in order to support his drug habit. He
had been in and out of correction centers during his troubled youth. 204
Dalis married the sister of John Goulette, a member of the crew. 205
Goulette would also admit: “I will smoke pot every once in a while,
but never when working. You just can’t do it and work, too.” 206
Another member of the crew, Ken Peterson, fled to Mexico. 207
About 18 years later, on February 1, 1993, and February 4, 1993, crew
members Dalis, Rogers, and Travis Walton were re-tested. They all
passed the tests. The very fact that these men were able to beat the
polygraph test should be enough to show anyone that the polygraph
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isn’t an accurate machine for detecting lying. But here are some facts
about the polygraph test.
Does the Polygraph (Lie Detector Test) Prove that Someone is
Telling the Truth or Lying? – No!
University Professor of Psychology and Neuroscience, William Iacono,
published a paper on Lie Detection Procedures. He stated: “Although
the CQT [Control Question Test] may be useful as an investigative aid
and tool to induce confessions, it does not pass muster as a scientifically
credible test.” 208 In a 1998 Supreme Court case, United States v.
Scheffer, the majority stated that: “There is simply no consensus that
polygraph evidence is reliable” and “... a polygraph expert can supply
the jury only with another opinion…” 209
In most jurisdictions of Europe, polygraphs are not considered reliable
evidence and are not generally used by police forces. 210 The Supreme
Court of Canada rejected the use of polygraph results as evidence in
court. The High Court of Israel ruled that the polygraph has not been
recognized as a reliable device and polygraph results are inadmissible in
criminal trials. 211 Also, from 1945 to now, at least six Americans were
committing espionage while they successfully passed polygraph tests. 212
In fact, the polygraph test has ruined many careers, but has never
uncovered a single spy. There are currently many websites dedicated to
preparing people to beat polygraph tests. Also, not very long ago, there
was a story which received national attention: a young pregnant girl was
murdered. One of the prime suspects was the girl’s boyfriend. Her
boyfriend was given a polygraph test about whether he was involved in
her murder or disappearance. He passed the polygraph test, but then later
on admitted in court that he killed her.
Motives for the Crew Members to Lie
Michael Rogers (the head of the crew) was quoted in the presence of
investigators saying: “Steve [Pierce, a crew member] told me and Travis
that he had been offered ten thousand dollars just to sign a denial [a
statement that he had not seen a UFO]. He said he was thinking about
taking it. We asked him, ‘Even though you know it happened, would
you deny it, just for the money?’ He said maybe he would; he was
thinking about it. So I told him, ‘Then you’ll spend the money alone,
and you’ll be bruised.”’ 213
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This statement shows that part of the hoax was held together by physical
threats. Steve Pierce had claimed that he had seen the UFO and the ray
which hit Travis (the one who was “abducted” and then returned safely).
If it really happened, why would he be willing to deny such an amazing
and monumental event for $10,000? It’s because the event never really
happened.
On October 20, 1975, NBC ran a two-hour alien abduction film special
on Betty and Barney Hill. It was only about two weeks later (November
5, 1975) when Travis Walton would claim almost the same thing – that
he was abducted by aliens. Did he get the idea from the special?
Michael Rogers (one of the crew members) later admitted that he
had watched part of the NBC special. He said that: “I did watch the
first part of it. But then I turned it off because it was boring. I just was
not all that interested in UFOs before this thing happened.” 214 But John
Goulette, a member of the crew, admitted “… I had only been on this job
for about a month and a half. And over that time, UFOs came up maybe
three times, at the most. Mostly it was just Mike [Rogers] and Travis
[Walton] arguing about what would make them fly.” 215
The National Enquirer Award
At that time the National Enquirer was offering a $100,000 award for
“positive proof” of ET visitors. National Enquirer was prominently
displayed at checkouts at most supermarkets. Considering that the
Waltons were so interested in UFOs, they were probably aware of the
award. Sure enough, the National Enquirer immediately got involved
in the Walton incident right after it happened.
Jeff Wells was one of the National Enquirer reporters who was sent
to Arizona to meet Travis and look at the case. Here are some of the
things that Wells said: “If we liked the story, and it could be properly
documented, and the kid [Travis] could pass our lie detector tests, we
would open our check books all the way and start talking in five
figures 216 … My paper had offered tens of thousands of dollars to
anybody who could positively prove that aliens had visited our planet –
in the knowledge that exclusive rights could be worth millions... Our
immediate task was to bribe the brother with the thousand [dollars] to
shack up with us in a luxury motel on the outskirts of town, no names
registered, where the rest of [the] Press who were about to descend and
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the sheriff, who was calling the whole thing a hoax and demanding that
the kid take a lie-detector test, would not bother them... He [Travis] sat
there mute, pale, twitching like a cornered animal. 217 He was either a
brilliant actor or he was in [a] serious funk about something… [Duane]
began to talk about his own UFO experience when he had been chased
by a flying saucer through the woods as a child... the strain began to tell
on the kid [Travis] and he lapsed into sobbing bouts. He was falling
apart and so was his story… [Next was] the lie detector expert we had
lined up… The test lasted an hour and I was in the next room fending
off the [CBS 60 Minutes] TV crew when I heard the cowboy [Duane]
scream: ‘I’ll kill the son of a b….’ The kid had failed the test
miserably. The polygraph man [McCarthy] said it was the
plainest case of lying he had seen in 20 years but the office was
yelling for another expert and a different result.” 218
On July 6, 1976, the National Enquirer’s July 13 edition hit the stands
with a large feature story, 219 stating that the Travis Walton incident was
selected as the most impressive UFO event of 1975 after having been
“exhaustively investigated.” The award was divided among the
members of the crew. 220 The National Enquirer stated that “Walton,
his mother and brother, as well as his six companions, were subjected to
‘lie-detector’ tests – and, without exception, were found to be telling the
truth.” 221 Of course the National Enquirer didn’t mention the results of
the first test, 222 which Travis had flunked miserably.
The Forest Contract
At the time of the event, Michael Rogers’ timber crew was under a U.S.
Forest Service contract. They were attempting to work quickly to thin
out an area in order to complete the contract they had signed. 223 Rogers
was seriously behind schedule 224 and close to defaulting on the
contract. 225
In a tape recorded interview of Mike Rogers and Duane Walton, Rogers
said: “This contract that we have [with the U.S. Forest Service] is
seriously behind schedule. In fact, Monday the time is up. We haven’t
done any work on it since Wednesday because of this thing [the UFO
incident]; therefore, it won’t be done. I hope they take that into account,
this problem. As it is, we have to drive an hour and fifteen minutes one
way, both to and from work. It’s hard for us…” 226 Rogers’ statement
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suggested that his excuse for not fulfilling the contract was the UFO
incident.
Klass also discovered that at the same time Mike Rogers was trying to
complete the contract job, where Travis had disappeared, he had been
working on two other jobs. Klass asked Rogers whether the Forest
Service Contracting Officer (named Maurice Marchbanks) was aware
that Rogers’ crew was working on two other jobs at the same time they
were working on the contract job, which they were supposed to fulfill.
Rogers responded: “They knew about the lopping job. They didn’t
know about the subcontract I had [with another Forest Service
contractor].” This statement was not true. Marchbanks was not aware
of any lopping contract at the time Rogers made the statement to Klass.
Klass informed Marchbanks of the second job Rogers had been involved
with; Marchbanks was completely unaware of it. 227
Mrs. Gibson of Heber, Arizona also thought the Travis Walton story
might be a hoax because she said many hoaxes and pranks were
done to her by Mary Kellett (Travis’ mom) and the members of her
family. Mrs. Kellett was living in a ranch house owned by Gibson’s
father-in-law at the time of the UFO incident. Kellett (Travis’ mom) was
allowed by the Gibson family to use the ranch house as a summer home.
Despite the generosity they showed to Kellett’s family, numerous hoaxes
and pranks were committed. Mrs. Gibson said: “… they called the ranch
and said somebody has killed a whole bunch of your cows. They are
dead all over the meadows up here. So we went running up there to
see… and there wasn’t one dead cow… It was a complete hoax…
Another instance that happened last May 17 [1975]… the mother [Mrs.
Kellett] called and said, ‘Your tank-dam is washing out and you’re going
to lose all your water.’ … we got out there and the tank-dam was exactly
the same as it ever was… So it’s been just instance after instance that
these things have happened.” 228
Klass makes an excellent concluding statement on Travis Walton: “If
Travis was really abducted by a UFO, and even if he had no interest in
the subject, UFOs should have become the focal point of his interest…
Surely he would want to attend UFO conferences and ‘support group’
meetings to talk to other ‘abductees.’ But the only UFO conferences
Walton attends – always with Rogers 229 – are those where they are
invited speakers… Travis shows scant curiosity about UFOs. He
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says he only wants ‘to get on with my life and live it as normally as
possible.’” 230
The Most Famous UFO Incident in History: Roswell, New Mexico
The alleged UFO crash of an alien aircraft near Roswell, New Mexico is
the most famous UFO incident in history. 231 For this reason only, a little
bit of in-depth information needs to be provided on this issue. Here’s a
brief history: On June 14, 1947, after a night of intense thunderstorms, 232
William Brazel saw some strange debris while working on a ranch where
he was the foreman. Brazel’s recollections of what he saw on June 14,
1947, were printed a few weeks later. They were printed in the Roswell
Daily Record, after the paper interviewed Brazel. 233
Roswell Daily Record, July 9, 1947: “Brazel related that on June 14 he
and his 8-year old son, Vernon, were about 7 or 8 miles from the ranch
house of the J.B. Foster ranch, which he operates, when they came upon
a large area of bright wreckage made up of rubber strips, tinfoil, a rather
tough paper and sticks. At the time, Brazel was in a hurry… and he did
not pay much attention to it. But he did remark about what he had seen
and on July 4 he, his wife, Vernon, and a daughter (Bessie, age 14) went
back to the spot and gathered up quite a bit of the debris… When the
debris was gathered up, the tinfoil, paper, tape, and sticks made a
bundle about three feet long and 7 or 8 inches thick, while the rubber
made a bundle about 18 or 20 inches long and about 8 inches thick. In
all, he estimated, the entire lot would have weighed maybe five pounds.
There was no sign of any propellers of any kind, although at least one
paper fin had been glued onto some of the tinfoil. There were no words
to be found anywhere on the instrument, although there were letters on
some of the parts. Considerable scotch tape and some tape with
flowers printed upon it had been used in the construction. No
strings or wire were to be found but there were some eyelets in the
paper to indicate that some sort of attachment may have been used.” 234
The day after Brazel discovered the debris, he heard reports of “flying
discs.” He wondered if that was what he had found. Brazel didn’t even
report the event until many days later, after he was able to go into
town. 235 He drove into the town of Roswell to buy a new pickup truck
and brought pieces of the debris. Brazel spoke to the local sheriff about
the strange debris.
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The Wyoming Eagle of July 9, 1947, would relate what Brazel said to the
sheriff about the debris: “… (Brazel) told the sheriff he didn’t know what
the disc was, but that at first it appeared to be a weather meter… The
sheriff quoted (Brazel) as saying the object ‘seemed more or less like
tinfoil.’ The rancher described the disc as about as large as the safe in
the sheriff’s office. The safe is about three and one-half by four feet.”
After hearing Brazel’s story, the sheriff’s office notified the local Air
Force Base. After being notified, Colonel William Blanchard ordered
Captain Sheridan Cavitt and Major Jesse Marcel to view the wreckage.
Also, at the time of William Brazel’s July 1947 interview with the
Roswell Daily Record, the paper reported the following: “… Maj. Jesse
Marcel and a man in plain clothes [Sheridan Cavitt] accompanied him
home, where they picked up the rest of the ‘disk’ and went to his
[Brazel’s] home to try to reconstruct it. According to Brazel, they
simply could not reconstruct it at all. They tried to make a kite out
of it, but could not do that and could not find any way to put it back
together so that it would fit. Then Major Marcel brought it to Roswell
and that was the last he [William Brazel] heard of it until the story broke
that he had found a flying disk.” 236
After viewing the wreckage, Cavitt instantly thought it came from a
weather balloon. In fact, as recently as May 24, 1994, Sheridan Cavitt
reaffirmed that the wreckage was from a balloon. In his official
statement, he declared: “I thought at the time and think so now, that this
debris was from a crashed balloon… My bottom line is that this whole
incident was no big deal and it certainly did not involve anything
extraterrestrial.” 237
But Jesse Marcel had ideas that the remains might be extraterrestrial.
Marcel would later wake his son and wife up to tell them about flying
saucers. The debris was then sent to General Ramey at the regional
Army Air Force Command in Fort Worth, Texas for further analysis.
On July 8, 1947, the public information office at the Air Force made an
announcement that they recovered a flying disc. Several newspapers
immediately had headlines such as, “Army Reveals It Has Flying Disc
Found On Ranch in New Mexico” and “RAAF Captures Flying Saucer
On Ranch in Roswell Region.” Shortly after this announcement,
however, a press conference was held which included Brigadier General
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Roger Ramey and Major Marcel. The General announced the excitement
was over nothing more than a weather balloon, pieces of which were
shown for the public to see.
Warrant Officer Irving Newton also examined the wreckage that day and
identified the object as being a weather balloon and its kite. 238 In a July
21, 1994 affidavit, Irving Newton reconfirmed his position on what
happened. He stated: “… I walked into the General’s office where this
supposed flying saucer was laying all over the floor. As soon as I saw it,
I giggled and asked if that was the flying saucer. I was told it was… the
material I saw in General Ramey’s office was the remains of a balloon
and a Rawin target.” 239
In the 1990s, Newton told investigators: “I remember Major Marcel
chased me all around that room… He also kept saying things like, ‘Look
how tough that metal is. Look at the strange markings on it.’ While
examining the debris, Marcel was picking up pieces of the radar target
sticks and trying to convince me that some notations on the sticks were
alien writings. But I was adamant that it was a weather balloon with a
RAWIN [radar-wind] target. I think he was embarrassed as crazy, and
he would like to do anything to make that turn into a flying saucer.” 240
The particular radar targets which were used on the Air Force weather
balloons were new, and not in the general use in the U.S. at the time.
Also, “Major Marcel was never trained in the identification of weather
balloons, especially those with radar reflectors…” 241
In addition to all of this, Marcel was even quoted in 1947, at the time of
the discovery of the Roswell debris, saying: “… we spent a couple of
hours Monday afternoon looking for any more parts of the weather
device. We found a few more patches of tinfoil and rubber.” 242 The
July 9th 1947 Fort Worth Star-Telegram newspaper quoted Marcel as
saying the debris consisted of “tinfoil and broken wooden beams of
the kite and the torn synthetic remains of the balloon…” 243 His own
words therefore proved that it was a weather balloon.
In the July 9, 1947 edition of the Carlsbad, New Mexico newspaper,
Daily Current-Argus, William Brazel was quoted as saying he “was
amazed at the fuss made over his discovery.” 244
The Roswell incident was quickly forgotten and almost entirely ignored
even by UFO researchers for more than 30 years. But in 1978 things
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changed when ET believer Stanton Friedman interviewed Jesse Marcel.
If this interview had not occurred, the public probably wouldn’t have
heard again about the Roswell incident. Jesse Marcel now claimed
(31 years later) that the balloon material was substituted for alien flying
saucer wreckage during the famous 1947 press conference. But when
Marcel was asked when the recovery of the crashed alien aircraft
occurred, he couldn’t even remember the month or even the year the
event happened! Marcel’s answer was only “in the late forties.” 245
So Marcel was claiming to have come across the greatest discovery
in human history (the discovery of an alien craft) and he didn’t even
remember or bother to write down the year it happened!
The National Enquirer publicized its own interview with Marcel.
This gave worldwide attention to the Roswell event. But then Marcel
seemed to contradict his new story, that the debris was from a crashed
alien aircraft but had been replaced by balloon material in the press
conference. This contradiction happened when he admitted that the
material he appeared with in the 1947 press conference was indeed
part of the debris he recovered from the original “alien crash site.”
UFO skeptics and UFO advocates both agree that this debris from the
1947 photos and press conference is debris from a balloon device! 246
Major Marcel’s admission: “They took one picture of me on the floor
holding up some of the less interesting metallic debris… The stuff in
that one photo was [sic] pieces of the actual stuff we found. It was not
a staged photo.” 247
The Lies and Exaggerations of Major Jesse Marcel
Jesse Marcel had a history of exaggeration and embellishment in
order to make himself famous. Investigators checked into claims
which Marcel made about himself. They independently obtained Jesse
Marcel’s nearly 200-page long military service file. 248 Major Jesse
Marcel told book authors that he was a pilot with over 3,000 hours of
piloting experience. He told them that he shot down five enemy planes
during World War II. These statements were not true. The FAA, which
possesses complete records going back to 1928, has no record of a pilot
named Jesse Marcel. 249 Marcel claimed that he had a bachelor’s degree
in physics from George Washington University (GWU). GWU doesn’t
have any records of Marcel ever attending GWU, or with a degree in
physics. 250 Marcel also claimed to have attended LSU, yet LSU could
find no record of Marcel. 251 Marcel also claimed: “I wrote the very
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report President Truman read on air declaring that Russia had exploded
an atomic device.” Harry Truman never read any report on radio
concerning this. 252 These are a few of the lies and exaggerations told
by Major Jesse Marcel from 1979 until his death. 253 Marcel’s Air Force
efficiency report (performance review) from July 1, 1947, to April 30,
1948, also noted Marcel as having “an inclination to magnify problems
he is confronted with.” 254
Frank Kaufmann, who died in 2001, was a former government
intelligence agent. Kaufmann has been one of the most frequently
quoted “authorities” on the Roswell event. In a book that was considered
by many to be the definitive version of the “Roswell crash,” Kaufmann
was considered the lynch-pin witness to the veracity of the story 255 that
an alien saucer crashed near Roswell. Kaufmann claimed that he was
part of a secret military team called “The Unholy 13” 256 which recovered
the UFO near Roswell in 1947. However, a major problem with the
story is that Kaufmann was recently discovered to have been discharged
from the military in 1945, two years before the incident took place. 257
He claims he saw a crashed flying disc and aliens near Roswell. He
even claimed: “I’m sure I saw those aliens.” He also described the
aliens as “good looking people.” 258 After Frank’s death in 2001, his
widow allowed researchers access to his private papers, and researchers
discovered that Frank was guilty of lies and forgeries. 259
In a 1989 Unsolved Mysteries show on Roswell, a new group of
“witnesses” came forward with strange tales of alien sightings. One
magazine commented on this new group: “No one in this second group
has told a plausible or consistent story. Jim Ragsdale, for one, said he
spotted four alien bodies near a spaceship. Later he asserted that he
saw nine alien bodies, from which he removed gold helmets, and that
he buried the aliens in the sand.” 260 Concerning what he “saw,” Jim
Ragsdale also said: “I’m sure that [there] were bodies, either bodies
or dummies.” 261 Later on, Ragsdale changed his story.
Another “key witness” is Gerald Anderson. He made his first claims
about what he saw in interviews done in the 1990s - 43 years after the
event he claimed to witness. He claimed that, when he was about 5 years
old, his brother, father, and cousin (all of whom were dead at the time of
his interview) came across a spaceship and four aliens. It’s a fact that
five year olds cannot remember an event in extreme detail 262 - especially
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43 years after the event. Gerald Anderson has also recently been proven
to be a liar and a forger of documents. 263 Also, the total number of aliens
that were seen by the “witnesses” of the Roswell event has been
different. Further, many of the witnesses that have come forward have
declared, as fact, that the material from the crashed saucer, which they
handled, was “extraterrestrial.” Yet none of them ever decided to keep
any of this alien material for a souvenir or for any other reason. 264
Bessie Brazel was a key witness to what actually crashed near Roswell.
She was with her father and her mother when they picked up the debris
the first time. On September 22, 1993, Bessie gave a sworn personal
affidavit which described the material which was found at the Foster
ranch. She stated: “The debris looked like large pieces of a balloon
which had burst… Most of it was kind of a double-sided material,
foil-like on one side and rubber-like on the other… Sticks, like kite
sticks, were attached to some of the pieces…” 265
In a letter on Jan 10, 1994, Bessie described, once again, what she
remembered about the original crashed debris: “The debris looked like
pieces of a large balloon which had burst. The pieces were small, the
largest I remember measuring about the same as the diameter of a
basketball. Most of it was a kind of double-sided material, foil-like
on one side and rubber-like on the other… Sticks, like kite sticks, were
attached to some of the pieces with a whitish tape. The tape was about
two or three inches wide… We spent several hours collecting the debris
and putting it into sacks. I believe we filled about three sacks… We
speculated a bit about what the material could be. I remember dad
(William Brazel) saying ‘Oh, it’s just a bunch of garbage.”’ 266
The Air Force conducted its own investigation of the Roswell incident.
In two investigative reports, which were completed in the 1990s, the
Air Force concluded that the strange debris found near Roswell was the
remains of a top secret military program called Project Mogul. Project
Mogul was a program which tracked, with radar equipment on highaltitude balloons, the United States’ ability to detect Soviet nuclear tests
and ballistic missiles. 267 The radar equipment on the Mogul balloons
would detect sound waves generated by Soviet nuclear detonations. In
1947 the U.S. was in the opening stages of a cold war with the Soviet
Union. This resulted in many secret military programs geared toward
gaining intelligence on the Soviets, especially concerning their nuclear
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programs. In the 1940s, discovering whether the Soviets were testing
nuclear devices was considered to be of the highest national priority. 268
Project Mogul was being conducted in New Mexico. The Mogul Air
Force balloons were sent into the air from Alamogordo, New Mexico.
Several of the balloons got lost in June and July of 1947, the same
time as the Roswell incident. At the same time the balloons
disappeared, reports and press coverage of UFOs increased
significantly. 853 UFO reports were tallied in the area during June and
July of 1947. Many, including the Air Force at that time, speculated that
many sightings of UFOs at this time were simply misidentified weather
balloons. 269
Professor Charles Moore headed the Project Mogul team which operated
at the Alamogordo New Mexico Army Air Field during June and July
1947. He believes that the debris found by Brazel came from a train of
balloons which were carrying several radar targets. These balloons were
launched on June 4, 1947 to test the Project Mogul tracking radar.
Moore said that before contact was lost, the June 4 launch was tracked to
within 17 miles of where William Brazel discovered the debris. When
the balloons were discovered by Brazel’s family in early July, it would
have been exposed to the sunlight for almost a month. This would have
resulted in the deterioration of the neoprene (rubber-like) material.
When Moore examined the balloon remnants, which were visible in the
photographs taken, he informed a Roswell researcher that the appearance
was consistent with the material being exposed to the sunlight for around
a month. 270
A significant amount of UFO researchers now do not believe that any
alien aircraft crashed near Roswell, New Mexico. So why do people
make up stories that they have seen aliens or crashed UFOs? They do
it out of a desire for money, fame, and fortune.
Majestic 12 & The Men in Black
On December 11, 1984, a UFO researcher named Jamie Shandera
claimed to have received an anonymous roll of unprocessed film. 271 He
then contacted William Moore, who co-authored the book: The Roswell
Incident. They developed the film. On the film were alleged top-secret
government documents which said that crashed saucers were recovered
by the government at Roswell and other locations.
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Sometime later, Moore and Shandera said they recovered more
documents of the same nature, which had been stored away in
government archives. In 1994, another roll of film came into the
possession of another author of a Roswell conspiracy book. On the film
there was information on the procedures on how to handle UFO events.
The documents claimed to prove that the government knew about UFOs,
and that it was deliberately covering up the truth about them. The
documents also indicated that President Truman authorized an operation
called “Majestic 12” or MJ-12. Majestic 12 is the supposed code name
of an official group of twelve secret experts. This group was supposedly
created to investigate and cover up UFO events, witnesses, and
investigations following the Roswell incident. 272 This supposedly secret
military group would operate above the law in order to destroy evidence,
intimidate witnesses, and hide the truth about UFOs. But when the
Truman “1947 Executive Order” MJ-12 document was examined, it was
shown to be a forgery. Close examination shows clearly that characters,
typed words, and numbers do not line up correctly on the page the way
they would have if they had been typed on a single typewriter. Among
the documents was a UFO briefing document prepared for President
Eisenhower. This has also been proven to be a forgery. 273
MJ-12 is believed by many to be connected to the so-called “men in
black.” The “men in black” is an alleged secret government agency
whose job is to keep the “reality” of ETs from the rest of the earth.
It’s claimed that the men in black will use money, threats, and other
means of coercion to keep information on ET activity hidden from
the rest of the public. 274
On April 16, 1983, William Moore had a very interesting conversation
with his friend Brad Sparks, a respected UFO researcher. (This was less
than two years before William Moore claimed he received the MJ-12
documents.) Moore told Sparks that he was considering creating
counterfeit government documents on UFOs. Moore said his reason
was that his efforts to find people involved with crashed saucer recovery
operations had run into a dead end. 275 Sparks strongly recommended
against it, warning Moore that forging documents could lead to the ruin
of his reputation. 276
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Since the first MJ-12 documents came out, thousands of pages of other
claimed leaked government documents have appeared. These alleged
documents, which some refer to as the “Majestic Documents,” concern
UFOs and a supposed government cover-up of UFOs. 277 Some of the
documents have already been proven to be unquestionably fraudulent,
usually re-typed rewrites of unrelated government documents. 278
One of the claims of believers in the authenticity of Majestic 12 is that
the bodies of the “aliens” who crashed near Roswell were taken to a
storage facility, known as Hanger 18, at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
in Ohio. Many UFO books identify Hanger 18 as the place where the
government is hiding crashed UFOs or their occupants. 279 Many believe
crashed UFOs and aliens are also being hidden at Area 51 in Nevada. 280
An Alien Autopsy: Fact or Fiction 1995 film
The movie called An Alien Autopsy: Fact or Fiction claimed to have the
original footage of an alien’s body which was recovered from the famous
crash that occurred near Roswell, New Mexico. It included footage of
the “alien’s” organs being removed after being opened up with surgical
knives. It originally was shown on cable and satellite TV channels.
Later, it was shown on large network TV channels, so that tens of
millions of people saw this movie. Experts were asked to examine the
movie’s “evidence” of alien footage. The experts almost unanimously
condemned the movie as a hoax. 281 Eventually it was confirmed to be a
hoax after one of the actors in the movie came forward and admitted he
was paid to take part in this deception. 282 Fox Television, which aired
The Alien Autopsy, later ran another related special on December 28,
1998. It was called: The World’s Greatest Hoaxes; Secrets Revealed.
Among other solved mysteries such as Bigfoot 283 and Billy Meier’s
“UFO photos,” 284 the special announced that the Alien Autopsy film
was one of the largest hoaxes ever produced. 285
Area 51
Area 51 is a top secret government facility in Nevada. Top secret
development and testing are performed there on experimental aircraft
and weapon systems. 286 Some of these top secret planes bear a
resemblance to typical UFO craft sightings. Area 51 has been a test
center for the U-2 spy plane, the SR-71 Blackbird reconnaissance plane,
the F-117 fighter and bomber, and saucer-like aircrafts as well. 287 The
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man-made tests that are being conducted on advanced aircraft at this
place probably make up many of the reported “UFO Sightings” in the
area. Sightings have been reported by people who believe that some
of the strange planes or lights seen near Area 51 are from aliens.
However, it’s possible that some of the lights and strange things that
people see at Area 51 are preternatural. It has been said that, in 1947,
satanist Jack Parsons held a huge satanic ritual on the very spot where
Area 51 is currently located. Parsons’ magical ceremony was called the
“Babylon Working” project. It was designed by Aleister Crowley – a
satanist and a man who called himself “the beast 666.” 288 The purpose
of the series of magical ceremonies, on the spot where Area 51 is now
located, was to unseal an inter-dimensional gateway. This, they hoped,
would allow other dimensional entities known as the “Old Ones” access
to our space/time continuum. During the ritual, the spirit of Antichrist
was bestowed on Jack Parsons. One person claimed to witness Parsons
rip a hole in space time and he said that something evil flew in.
The culmination of the ceremonies was supposedly effective, having
resulted in the establishment of “extra-terrestrial contact...” 289 Jack
Parsons was also a rocket designer who developed patented rocket
technology which is still in use by NASA. NASA even named a crater
on the far side of the moon in honor of Jack Parsons. 290 Parsons held
that Jesus Christ and His Church were the enemies of civilization.
Parsons was chosen by Aleister Crowley to lead the satanic O.T.O. (Ordo
Templi Orientalis) secret society in California in 1942. 291 So, it would
not be surprising at all that at Area 51, the very spot where this satanic
gateway was opened, there would be many UFO sightings.
Cattle Mutilations
Many believers in ETs think that aliens might be responsible for
mutilations of cattle which have been discovered over the last fifty years.
When the mutilated cattle are found, no one can see any footprints or
tracks near the mutilated cow. Therefore, many believe that UFOs might
have something to do with it.
Biochemist Dr. Colm Kelleher has investigated many claimed
mutilations first-hand. In his book, Brain Trust, The Hidden Connection
Between Mad Cow and Misdiagnosed Alzheimer’s Disease, he argues
convincingly that cattle mutilations are most likely a secret operation to
track the spread of mad cow disease and related diseases like scrapie.
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This is indeed what it looks like is occurring. This is how it would
happen. First, the animal would be hit with something like a tranquilizer
dart, and then would be lifted into a helicopter. Then the animal would
be euthanized, and key body parts would be removed and tested for the
presence of certain diseases.
Kelleher states that when these mutilated cattle are found, usually the
eye, tongue, anus, large intestine, and reproductive organs have been
removed in clean, bloodless incisions. Research done in the 1980s and
1990s has shown that these body parts are where the highest
concentration of prions (infectious agents) are found. 292 Elk and deer
have also been found mutilated the same way cattle have been. 293
Kelleher spoke to retired sheriff Tex Graves. Graves had investigated
more than one hundred cattle mutilations in the state of Colorado. He
said that, before the mutilations, there were always strange and silent
aircraft or black helicopters in the area. He said that he had to restrain
the local ranchers from shooting at the helicopters. 294 These helicopters,
flying at illegal and abnormal altitudes, would almost always appear
without identifiable markings. 295 Kelleher found evidence (such as
broken legs on one mutilated cow) that indicated that the cattle were
dropped to the ground from the air. One patrol officer documented cuts
and abrasions around the ankles of mutilated cows. The officer seemed
to think that they might have been caused by a clamp-like device that
could have been used to secure the animals and lift them by means of a
helicopter. 296 Another policeman said he turned over one mutilated cow
and discovered a large needle. Kelleher stated: “… cattle mutilations
begin to look very much like acts of covert surveillance intended to
monitor our food supply. The only rational purpose I could think of for
such a monitoring operation would be to assess the level of prion
infection in the nation’s cattle. And the reason for the secrecy was
obvious. Whoever was doing it wanted to avoid raising the alarm.” 297
The Nazca, Peru Alien Landing Strip?
In Nazca, Peru, there are famous drawings on the ground of creatures
and lines. These drawings span 53 miles. They were created by Indians
between 200 BC and 700 AD. But some believe that these drawings
were created by aliens. Some UFO believers say that some of the very
long lines on the ground represent an alien landing strip. The truth is that
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this “landing strip” has been proven to be a man-made construction of
the ancient Indians. The same is true of the figures of creatures.
Researcher Joe Nickell of the University of Kentucky has reproduced the
same ground designs which are found in Nazca, Peru, which were made
by the Indians. Without aerial assistance and using only the technology
that was available to the Nazca Indians, Joe reproduced the same kind of
ground designs. With simple technologies, a small team of individuals
could recreate, within a few days, even the largest ground designs made
by the Indians. Also, contrary to the claims of several commentators, the
Nazca, Peru figures can be observed from the ground. They can be seen
by standing on top of the surrounding foothills. 298
Crop Circles
Many believers in ETs think that crop circles and designs in crop fields
were created by aliens. Crop circles are a modern occurrence, first
appearing in large numbers in the late 1970s. They became more widely
known in the late 1980s. 299 “Initially, farmers around southern England
started to find circular depressions in fields of wheat and other crops.” 300
In 1991, two men (Doug Bower and Dave Chorley) from Southampton,
England, said they had been the original designers of crop circles in
England for over fifteen years. They had seen reports of UFO ground
markings in Australia and decided they would have fun recreating them
in England. 301
Doug Bower’s wife suspected him of committing adultery when she
noticed the high number of miles being put on his car. Bower then
confessed to her that he was driving around making crop circles. He
and Dave Chorley then also informed a national British newspaper.
Bower stated that if it had not been for his wife’s suspicions, he would
have taken his crop making secret to the grave, never divulging that it
was a hoax. 302 Crop circle making has now become a popular art form.
There is a group called Circle Makers (circlemakers.org) which designs
complex circle designs in crop fields. They have even been paid by
companies to advertize their products with crop circles. Their clients to
date include BP, Microsoft, Nike, Shredded Wheat, Pepsi, the BBC,
NBC, the History Channel, the Discovery Channel, and others. 303
While most of the crop circles are certainly man-made, the Circle
Makers group has found that, while making these crop circles, strange
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supernatural things seem to happen. 304 They have taken photos while
working on the crop circles. Sometimes, when they are developed,
UFOs have appeared in the photos. This can be seen on their website.
Thus, in this case, we have UFOs not being seen by human eyes, but
appearing only in the photos. This is strikingly similar to some people
who have claimed to have been abducted by aliens. “There have been
[UFO] contactees who, at the behest of ‘aliens,’ took photographs of
scenes in which nothing unusual was visible, but when the photos were
developed, UFOs appeared in the pictures! This phenomenon is
basically the same as what is otherwise known as ‘spirit photography’
which originated in occult circles in England back around the year
1900.” 305
These kinds of false signs and wonders were predicted to take place on
the earth in the last days of the world. The Devil is powerless against
God, and can only do what God allows him to do. However, to test the
world in these last days, God has allowed the Devil to have significant
power to attempt to deceive mankind. These false signs, such as UFOs,
are done by demons “...according to the working of Satan with all power,
signs and lying wonders” (II Thessalonians 2:9).
God wants to see if people will abandon Him and His truth to believe in
lying signs and wonders. The Devil’s deceptions will influence many.
We read that he “shall show great signs and wonders so as to deceive, if
possible, even the elect.” (Matthew 24:24)
Help spread this critical information so that people will learn the real
truth about UFOs.
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